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An average cost Markov decision process model to
decide when to challenge a call in a tennis match
Vamsi Krishna Nadimpalli, MSE
The University of Texas at Austin, 2010
Supervisor: John J. Hasenbein
In a standard tennis match each player has an unlimited opportunity
to challenge an umpire’s call, but if three incorrect challenges are made in a
set he is not allowed to challenge anymore in that set. If the set goes into
a tie break the limit on incorrect challenges increases by one. These limited
incorrect challenges are not carried over from one set to another. So this is
kind of a limited resource available to the player and if he knows how to use
this resource in a best possible way, there is a scope for increasing his overall
chances of winning a match. With the motive of gaining insight on when to
challenge a call, we have modeled a single game in a tennis match as a Markov
decision process. We have also studied the impact of variables like player’s
probability of winning a point, the player’s perception of the challengability
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Mathematical modeling as applied to decision making in sports has
always been an area that has attracted a lot of attention from researchers.
Numerous mathematical models have been developed as applicable to sports
in general and tennis in particular. To mention some, Newton and Keller
(2005) derived formulas for the probabilities of winning a game, set and match
of tennis by modeling it as a Markov chain and by using hierarchal recurrence
relations. This work assumes player’s probability of winning a point is constant
througout a match. Newton and Aslam (2009) developed a Markov chain
model to obtain the probability density function (pdf) of winning a match in
tennis. This work considered that the probability of winning a point varies
from point to point and match to match. Morris (1977) studied the importance
of different points in tennis.
To the best of our knowledge, no mathematical models have been devel-
oped to determine when to challenge a call in tennis. In this work we address
this problem by modeling a game of tennis as a Markov decision process.
Similar modelling has been done earlier by researchers as applied to different
sports. Clarke (1988) developed a dynamic programming formulation, which
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allows one to calculate the optimal scoring rate at any stage in an inning of
a game of cricket. Norman (1985) formulated a dynamic program to decide
whether to serve fast or slow at each stage in a game of tennis. Kohler (1982)
came up with an absorbing state stochastic dynamic program, to decide where
to aim in each play in a game of darts.
With this background, the next two sections are dedicated to giving a
general introduction to Markov decision processes and to the rules of tennis,
as they are essential for understanding our model.
1.1 Markov decision processes
Markov decision processes (MDPs) provide a mathematical framework
for modeling situations where decisions are made in stages. The outcome of
these decisions may not be completely predictable but can be anticipated to
some extent before the next decision is made. The objective is to minimize
a certain cost or maximize a certain reward. In such situations each decision
cannot be viewed in isolation since one must balance the desire for low present
cost with undesirability of high future costs. The MDP modeling framework
captures this tradeoff. At each stage, these models rank decisions based on the
sum of the present cost and expected future cost, assuming optimal decision
making for subsequent stages.
MDPs were developed at least as early as the 1950s (cf. Bellman 1957).
Presently, they are used in various areas including robotics, automated control,
economics and manufacturing.
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1.1.1 Basic MDP model
The basic model has two principal features: (1) an underlying discrete-
time dynamic system, and (2) a cost function that is additive over time. The
dynamic system expresses the evolution of some variables, the system’s state
under the influence of decisions made/action taken at discrete instances of
time. The system has the form
xk+1 = fk(xk, uk, wk), k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1,
where
k indexes discrete time,
xk is the state of the system at time k,
uk is the action or decision variable to be selected at time k,
wk is a random variable representing a noise or disturbance,
N is the horizon or number of times action is applied,
and fk is the function that describes the system and in particular the mecha-
nism by which the state is updated.
The cost function is additive in the sense that the cost incurred at time






where gN(xN) is a terminal cost incurred at the end of the process. The cost
is generally a random variable because of the presence of wk. We therefore











where the expectation is with respect to the joint distribution of the random
disturbances. The optimization is over the actions u0, u1, . . . , uN−1, but some
qualification is needed here; each action is selected with knowledge of the
current state xk, but without knowledge of future states. The evolution of
states over time can be specified by transition probabilities.
For our purposes, it is sufficient to assume that the state space of the
system is finite. We represent the state xk with a finite-dimensional real vector.
The set of actions uk available in each state xk is also finite. We define the
system dynamic via pij(u, k), which is the probability at time k that the next
state will be j, given that the current state is i, and the action taken is u, i.e.,
pij(u, k) = P{xk+1 = j|xk = i, uk = u}.
This type of state transition can also be described in terms of discrete-time
system equation
xk+1 = wk,
where the probability distribution of the random parameter wk is
P{wk = j|xk = i, uk = u} = pij(u, k), i, j ∈ S, u ∈ C.
Here S is the state space and C is the action space.
1.1.2 Finite horizon MDP
If the time horizon N described in the basic model earlier is finite then
that system is a finite horizon MDP. We are given a discrete-time dynamic
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system
xk+1 = fk(xk, uk, wk), k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1,
where the state xk is an element of the space Sk, the action uk is an element
of a space Ck, and the random disturbance wk is an element of the space Dk.
The action uk is constrained to take values in a given non-empty subset
U(xk) ⊂ Ck, which depends on the current state xk; that is, uk ∈ Uk(xk) for
all xk ∈ Sk and k.
The random disturbance wk is characterized by a probability distribu-
tion Pk(·|xk, uk) that may depend explicitly on xk and uk but not on values of
prior disturbances wk−1, ..., w0.
We consider the class of policies that consist of sequence of functions
π = {µ0, ..., µN−1},
where µk maps states xk into actions uk = µk(xk) and is such that µk(xk) ∈
Uk(xk) for all xk ∈ Sk. Such policies are called admissible policies.
Given an initial state x0 and an admissible policy π = {µ0, ..., µN−1},
the states xk and disturbances wk are random variables with distributions
defined through the system equation
xk+1 = fk(xk, µxk , wk), k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1.
Thus, for given functions gk, k = 0, 1, ..., N, the expected cost of π
5










where the expectation is taken over the random variables wk and xk. An




where Π is the set of all admissible policies. In our model an optimal policy
exists because we assume a finite state space and finite control space.
In general, the optimal policy π∗ may depend on the initial state x0.
However, it is possible most of the time to come up with a policy that is
simultaneously optimal for all initial states. The optimal cost depends on x0




We can view J∗ as a function that assigns an optimal cost J∗(x0) to
each initial state x0. This function is typically referred to as the optimal value
function or optimal cost function.
1.1.3 Infinite horizon MDP
If the time horizon N described in the basic model earlier is infinite
then that system is an infinite horizon MDP. The remaining set up is exactly
the same except for the time horizon. Infinite horizon MDP problems can be
classified broadly into two types, depending on the objective as listed below:
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1. Discounted problems
2. Average cost per stage problems.
The following section gives a basic idea about average cost problems as our
model uses this framework.
1.1.3.1 Average cost per stage problems
Given an initial state x0 we want to find a policy π = {µ0, µ1, . . .} which













We can come up with an optimal cost J∗ which maps the intial state x




A background of discrete time Markov chains (DTMCs) is very essen-
tial to understand average cost per stage problems. A quick summary about
DTMCs is given with the help of the Figure 1.1 below. The nodes in the figure
represent the states and the arcs represent the possible transitions from one
state to another. In figure 1.1, we can see that starting from state 1, we can
reach state 2 and starting from 2 we can reach 1. So states 1 and 2 are said to
communicate. State 3 leads to 1, but as 1 does not lead to 3, 1 and 3 do not















Figure 1.1: Finite state Markov chain
is called a recurrent state. Starting from 3 we return with probability strictly
less than 1 and hence it is called a transient state. As 1 and 2 (respectively 3
and 4) communicate they are of the same type. Therefore, 2 is recurrent and 4
transient. The states which communicate with each other form a subset called
class. A class is said to be recurrent (respectively transient) if its elements are
recurrent (respectively transient). A recurrent class R is an absorbing class in
the sense that no element outside R can be reached by any of the elements of
R.
With this background about Markov chains we now describe the op-












, i = 1, 2, ...., n, (1.1)
and










, i = 1, 2, ...., n, (1.2)
where Ū(i) is the set of actions attaining the minimum in (1.1) and n is the
total number of states. Recall that J(i) is the expected average cost in an
intial state i. We can interpret h(i) as the expected average cost in an initial
state i relative to some base state j. If J∗ and h∗ satisfy the pair of equations
(1.1) and (1.2), then J∗ is the optimal average cost vector. If µ∗(i) attains the
minimum in equations (1.1) and (1.2) for each i, then the stationary policy µ∗
is optimal.
Under certain conditions the optimal average cost will be same for all
the initial states. One sufficient condition for this to be true is known as the
“weak accessibility (WA)” condition. We say that the WA condition holds if
the set of states S (state space) can be partitioned into sets S1 and S2 such
that:
1. Under every stationary policy all the states in S1 are transient.
2. For any i, j ∈ S2, i is accessible from j.
A notion related to WA is that of a unichain policy. A stationary policy
is called unichain if the underlying Markov chain has a single recurrent class
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and possibly some transient states. If all stationary policies are unchain then
the WA condition holds and if the WA condition holds, there exists an optimal
stationary policy that is unichain. If the WA condition does not hold, then the
MDP is called multichain. In this case the optimal value generally depends
on the initial state, and there are multiple recurrent classes under the optimal
policy. Our model fits into this category, and thus the multichain case will be
our focus.
In order to solve an MDP different approaches can be used depending




The following section describes the linear programming approach to solving a
multi-chain average cost Markov decision process.
1.1.4 Linear Programming approach
Assuming the reader is familiar with the linear programming basics
including duality theory, the following linear program produces the optimal
values for the corresponding MDP. The optimal policy can then be derived
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pij(u)J(j), i = 1, . . . , n, u ∈ U(i),




pij(u)h(j), i = 1, . . . , n, u ∈ U(i),
where the βi are some positive scalars with
∑i=n






























r(i, u)pij(u), j = 1, . . . , n,
q(i, u), r(i, u) ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n, u ∈ U(i).
The optimal policy can actually be derived in a more straightforward
manner from the solution to the dual program as we now describe. Consider
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an optimal solution {q∗(i, u), r∗(i, u) | i = 1, 2, ...n, u ∈ U(i)} to the above













Ī∗ = {i| i /∈ I∗} .












if i ∈ Ī∗,
where P (u|i) is the probability that a player takes action u when he is in state
i, is optimal in general.
In the above linear program states belonging to the set I∗ are recurrent
and the states belonging to the set Ī∗ are transient.
1.2 Tennis
1.2.1 Scoring in tennis
Tennis is either a two player (singles) or a four player (doubles) sport.
For modeling purposes in this work we considered only a two player match
and hence from hereon we discuss all the rules as applied to a two-player
competition. Scoring in a tennis match has a nested structure where in order
to win a match a player has to win sets and in order to win sets he has to win
games and to win games he has to win points. Thus, an intuitive approach to
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mathematically model a tennis match is to start with points and then extend
it to games and then to sets.
The most common format at the professional level is either a three-set
contest where the first player to win two sets is declared the winner or a five-
set contest where the first player to win three sets is the winner. The player
who puts the ball into play for the first point is called the server and other
player is called the receiver.
There are two different systems for scoring in a set. They are the
advantage set and the tie-break set. In an advantage set, a player who wins six
games with a margin of two games over his opponent wins that set. This might
lead to very lengthy matches because the set will continue until this margin
is achieved. In a tie-break set a player who wins six games with a margin
of two games over his opponent wins that set and if both the players win six
games each a tie-break game will be played. The advantage system has been in
limited use after the advent of tie-break system. These days only the final set
in singles matches of the Australian Open, the French Open, and Wimbledon
and in matches in Davis Cup ties are contested under the advantage system.
The server alternates between games in a set: one player serves the
first game, the other player the second game, and so on. In a regular game,
one player serves for all the points. However, in a tiebreaker game one player
serves the first point, the other player serves the next two points, the serve
changes again for the next two points, and so on until a player has won at
least seven points and has a lead of at least two points.
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Scoring in a standard game is represented below with the server’s score
being called first:
• Zero points → Love.
• First point → 15.
• Second point → 30.
• Third point → 40.
• Fourth point → Game.
For example if the server is at three points and the receiver is at two points
the score would be 40-30. When both the players win three points the game
enters into deuce. After deuce, the score is advantage in if the server wins
the next point. If the server also wins the next point from advantage in then
he wins the game. If the receiver wins next point from deuce then the score
would be advantage out and if he also wins the next point then the receiver
wins the game. If the server wins a point from advantage out or if the receiver
wins a point from advantage in the game again enters deuce and will continue
as such until one of the players has a two point lead. If the serving player is
one point away from winning a game, the point is referred to as a game-point ;
if the nonserving player is one point away from winning a game, the point is
referred to as a break-point.
Scoring in a tie-break game is different from a standard game. In a tie-
break game, points are scored 0, 1, 2, 3, etc. The player who wins a minumum
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of seven points with a lead of two points over his opponent wins the game and
the set. The game will continue until this lead is achieved.
1.2.2 Point challenge system in tennis
In most of the major tournaments today, the player has an unlimited
opportunity to challenge as long as he is not incorrect three times in a set. If
he incorrectly challenges three times in a set he has to wait until the next set
to challenge again. In a set goes into a tie-break, and additional challenge is
allowed. These limited incorrect challenges may not be carried over from one
set to another. This type of point challenge system is also referred to as the 3
plus 1 system.
During a tennis match, if a shot returned by a player lands outside the
boundary line of the court the line umpire calls it to be out. If the ball lands
inside the boundary line, the umpire does not make a call, but it is understood
to be called in. When the umpire calls out, the player responsible for it loses a
point. When the umpire calls in and the receiver failed to return the ball then
he loses a point. If the player is not satisfied with the line umpire’s decision
they can challenge it to the chair umpire, at which point the chair umpire uses
electronic review to make a final decision about the call.
If a player’s challenge is upheld, then the player gets to keep the point
which was lost and his challenge, which is referred to as an overturn. For
example, if the current score is 30-15, and if the server won the current play
the score becomes 40-15 and if it is challenged correctly by the opponent the
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score changes to 30-30. We can see that the initial and final scores are not the
same in this situation. If the player’s challenge is not upheld, then he loses one
of the limited opportunities to challenge the line umpire’s call. There might
be some situations where a player does not return a ball because a linesman
called out. This situation may be challenged by a player and if the challenge is
upheld, the point may be replayed. If this type of point is deemed unreturnable
by the umpire, then an overturn occurs.
If a player’s first serve is an apparent ace and it is challenged correctly
by his opponent, then the player gets a second serve. For example if the
current score is 0-0, after an ace on the first serve score becomes 15-0 and if
it is challenged correctly by the opponent the score goes back to 0-0. In this
situation we cannot call it as an overturn because the opponent did not gain a
point even after challenging correctly. Let us refer to this situation as second
serve replay. Thus, there are three types of challenge results: those that result
in an overturned point, those that result in a replay and those that result in
a second serve. Second serve replays are not considered in our model as it
requires keeping track of aces, resulting in a huge state space.
A player will have a maximum of three chances to incorrectly challenge,
under the advantage set system. If both the players win six games each, the
challenge counter is reset giving them three incorrect challanges each, which
could be used anytime during the next 12 games. Resetting is repeated after
every 12 games.
A player can challenge only on either a point-ending shot or when he
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stops playing a point. Even if he returns the ball he must stop immediately in
order to challenge. If the chair umpire feels that the player did not challenge
in time, he might refuse the appeal for electronic review. In some situations
if the line umpire is not able to make a decision, an electronic review may be
invoked by the chair umpire.
With this background about the point challenge system, some interest-
ing challenge statistics from some of the recent major tennis tournaments are
included in Tables 1.1 and 1.2. Looking at the men’s statistics, the average
number of challenges per match is 6 approximately. The minimum number
of points required to complete a match is 72 (minimum of 4 points to win a
game, 6 games to win a set and 3 sets to win a match, which results in a total
of 72 points). There is no absolute maximum on the number of points played
in a match because there is no upper limit on the number of points played
in any given game. Suppose that a typical match consists of 10 points per
game, 10 games per set and 4 sets per match. Under these assumptions there
are about 400 points per match. So approximately 1.5% of the total points
played were being challenged. Out of these challenges only 30% resulted in
overturned calls.
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Table 1.1: Singles challenge summary US Open 2009
Men’s Women’s
Total Number of Challenges 360 220
Number of Correct Challenges 105 59
Number of Incorrect Challenges 255 161
Percentage Overturned 29.76% 26.82%
Avg. Challenges per Match 6.32 4.00
Table 1.2: Singles challenge summary Wimbledon 2010
Men’s Women’s
Total Number of Challenges 260 140
Number of Correct Challenges 92 44
Number of Incorrect Challenges 168 96
Percentage Overturned 35.38% 31.43%




The basic aim of this work is to get insight on when to use the limited
opportunity to challenge an umpire’s call with an objective of improving the
overall probability of winning a tennis match. As discussed in the point chal-
lenge system earlier, we are aware that these limited opportunities to challenge
are not carried over from one set to another. Thus, in order to model chal-
lenges in a tennis match, it is sufficient to model a single set. Because of the
nested structure of scoring in tennis, the best way to come up with a model
for the whole set is to develop a model for a single game and later extend it
to include the whole set.
So, in this work we model a single game in a tennis match. Some
important assumptions were made to reduce the complexity involved and for
the ease of analysis. One such assumption is of considering the game to be
a normal one, where only one player serves all the time. A tie-breaker game
involves complex serve change rules and and hence is not considered for the
time being. Another assumption is that the events in game are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d). This means that the result of a point has
no bearing on the result of the subsequent played points. Also a player’s
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probability of winning a point is considered to be constant throughout the
game. This i.i.d assumption is quite severe but past work suggests that it is
adequate for analysis [1]. From here on by challenges we mean the number of
opportunities to make incorrect challenges to an umpire’s call.
In order to define the MDP model we need to explain the four basic
elements of it: the state space, actions, dynamics (or probability transition
matrices) and the reward function.
2.1 State space
While defining the state we need to consider different variables like the
current situation of the game (score), the number of challenges left, the result
of the current played point, the player’s perception of the challengability on
the current played point and whether the result of the successful challenge is
an overturn or a replay. Each of these variables has an influence on whether to
challenge or not in a particular situation. Our states should include all these
variables in order to reflect the real situation in a tennis match. Also, we do
not consider the “strategic” use of challenges as applied to the other player’s
remaining challenges. In other words, our state does not include the opposing
player’s remaining challenges.
The current score is one of the most important components of our state
space. As we are modeling a single game, we create a representation of all the
possible scores into a two digit number. The score of a player is converted into
a single digit as represented below:
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• Love → 0
• 15 → 1
• 30 → 2
• 40 → 3
• Game → 4.
With this conversion the possible scores in a game can be divided into
two sets. The first set has the following elements 00 , 01, 02, 03, 11, 12, 13,
22, 23, 10, 20, 30, 21, 31 and 32, where the first digit represents the server’s
points and the second digit represents the other player’s points. For example
the number 23 represents the score 30 − 40. The elements of the second set
are 33, 34, 43, 04 and 40, which in turn have meanings as follows:
• 33 → deuce
• 43 → advantage in
• 34 → advantage out
• 04 → game lost
• 40 → game won.
A player’s probability of winning a point p has a significant effect on
the decision making process. In order to estimate this value for a contest
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between two players, we need some statistics of previous encounters of these
two players. However, we can assume a value of say 0.6, and vary it if necessary
for the sake of computational studies.
Another component of our state space is the result of the current played
point. This component can take three values depending on whether you lost
the point or you won the point and the third value for indicating that the
game is over. In our model this component is described using the following
notation:
• 1 → indicates that server won the current played point
• 2 → indicates that server lost the current played point
• 3 → indicates that the game is over.
Another component of our state is the number of challenges left for the
player. Assuming that there are a total of q challenges per game, the possible
values this component can take are 0, 1, 2, . . . , q. The meaning of different
values of this component is as follows:
• 0 → The player has no challenges left.
• 1 → The player has one challenge left.
...
• q → The player has q challenges left.
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The perception of winning a challenge is an interesting variable that
has been included in our state. If the ball is called out and it appears to be,
say, 3 feet out to the player, then in this case it is evident that the umpire has
made the correct call. In such a case there is no point in challenging that call.
Some players might challenge even in such situations when, for example, he
has challenges left and is about to lose the game. In other situations the player
may have a doubt about the umpire’s call and it will be useful to know what
action he takes depending on how sure he is about winning the challenge. In
order to map the player’s perception with the action he takes, this component
is included which can take five possible values, whose notation and meaning
is as follows:
• 1 → The player is s1% sure that he is going to win the challenge.
• 2 → The player is s2% sure that he is going to win the challenge.
• 3 → The player is s3% sure that he is going to win the challenge.
• 4 → The player is s4% sure that he is going to win the challenge.
• 5 → The player’s perception does not matter.
The value of s1 will be 0 typically and the values of s2, s3, s4 will be increasing
in order. The probabilities and values of the perception states are parameters
which we adjust in our computational investigations.
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The last component of the state is to indicate whether the point will be
overturned or replayed in case the call is challenged correctly. This component
can take three values whose notation and meaning is given as follows:
• 1 → The point will be replayed, when the call is challenged correctly.
• 2 → The point will be overturned, when the call is challenged correctly.
• 3 → It does not matter whether there is a replay or not.
Our state turns out to be a five dimensional one with each dimension
representing one of the components discussed earlier. We can convert our
five dimensional state into a six digit number “abcdef” for the sake of com-
putational benefit in generating the transition probability matrices and for
developing the linear program. In the number “abcdef”, ‘a’ indicates result
of the current played point, ‘bc’ indicates the current score, ‘d’ represents the
number of challenges left, ‘e’ indicates player’s perception of winning a chal-
lenge, ‘f’ indicates whether the point is replayed or not in case of a successful
challenge.
In the five dimensional state, each component in each dimension can
assume some values from a set of possibles values which were discussed earlier.
If each and every combination is allowed, this should result in a total number
of 3 · 20 · (q + 1) · 5 · 3 i.e., 900 · (q + 1) states, but most of these states are not
meaningful. The total number of allowed states are illustrated below
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a · bc · d · e · f
[3] · [40, 04] · [0, 1, . . . , q] · [5] · [3]
[1] · [scores except 40, 04] · [0, 1, . . . , q] · [5] · [3]
[2] · [scores except 40, 04] · [1, . . . , q] · [1, 2, 3, 4] · [1, 2]
[2] · [scores except 40, 04] · [0] · [5] · [3],
which results in a total of 164q + 38 states. The higher the number of chal-
lenges per game (q) available to a player, the higher the number of states and
hence the bigger the size of transition probability matrix. The size of transi-
tion probability matrix also depends on the total number of actions available,
which in our model is just two. So if there are a total of b possible states,
the size of transition probability matrix would be b× 2b. These size issues are
further illustrated in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Number of challenges and size of transition probability matrix






q (168q + 34)× (336q + 68)
Each state represents a situation in a tennis match depending on the
value each component takes. For example, the state 233132 says that the game
is at deuce, the player lost the current played point, he is left with a challenge,
he is s3% sure that he is going to win if he challenges and the point does not
get replayed if he challenges correctly.
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2.2 Actions
There are two possible actions that can be chosen in each state. They
are:
• c → the player does challenge
• nc → the player does not challenge.
In some states, both actions are available to the player. In other states,
only the do not challenge action is available, e.g., when the player has no
challenges left. We have to restrict the availability of actions depending on
the state we are in. In our case, if the first digit of the state is either 1 or 3,
or if the fifth digit is 1, the only action available will be nc. In the rest of the
states the player can take either of the available actions.
2.3 Transition probability matrix
In order to generate the transition probability pij(u) of ending up in
state j when you apply an action u in the state i, we need to know both
the states as well as the action taken. Apart from this it is important here
to define some variables as follows, which are necessary for the generation of
transition probability matrices. We now describe the basic parameters which
serve as inputs to the model.
The first is p, the probability that the player who is the decision maker,
wins any given point (recall our i.i.d. assumption regarding individual points).
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The next parameter is r, the probability that a point is replayed given that
there is a successful challenge. Finally, for each perceptual state si, pi is the
probability of being in that state after a given play. Note that p1+p2+p3+p4 =
1.
For example suppose a player issues a challenge in the initial state
212122 and ends up in state 222111. The transition probability involved in
this case would be [1 − p] · s2 · p1 · [1 − r], because if we look at the initial
state it is a situation where the player lost the current played point when the
score is 12 and ended up in a state where the score is 22. The player actually
gained a point after losing the point which means that he challenged the call
correctly (the probability of this happening is s2). The term p1 corresponds to
ending up in a state where the component of players perception has a value 1.
Similarly the term 1− r says that the player ended up in a state where there
will be no replay in case of a correct challenge.
A C++ code has been developed to generate the transition probability
matrices and it has been included in Appendix A for reference.
2.4 Rewards
In our model, the states can be classified into either recurrent or tran-
sient as shown in Figure 2.1. If the player enters a state where he wins the
game, he is not allowed to challenge and will eternally stay in that state. The
situation is similar when he loses the game. There are a set of intermediate
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Figure 2.1: State transitions and rewards
pending on which state he is in. The player might spend some time in these
states but eventually will end up in one of the recurrent states when he wins
or loses the game. A reward of $1 is earned each time the player ends up in a
winning state. So, in the long run, if a player wins, his average reward would
be $1 and if he loses his reward would be $0. There is no reward for any other
transitions. Thus, maximizing the long-run average reward in this model is
equivalent to maximizing the probability of winning the game.
In the Figure 2.1 we can see that there are two recurrent classes along
with a set of transient states. This implies that the model falls into the cate-
gory of infinite horizon multi-chain average cost Markov decision processes.
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2.5 Linear Programming formulation for the multi-chain
case
We have discussed the linear programming approach to obtain the op-
timal policy in the multi-chain case earlier in section 1.1.4 and we are adapting
this approach for our current problem. A GAMS model, which appears in Ap-
pendix B, has been developed to solve this linear program. This GAMS code
takes the transition probability matrices as input in the form of csv (comma
separated value) file, that was generated with the help of the C++ code.
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Chapter 3
Computational experiments and results
3.1 Overview
The purpose of these experiments is to the explore the effect on the
optimal policy of variables like the player’s probability of winning a point
p, the player’s perception of challengability of a call (s1, s2, s3, s4) and the
proportion of time a player ends up in a state where the specific perception of
winning a challenge (p1, p2, p3, p4). We can vary the values of these variables in
the C++ program and obtain the corresponding transition probability matrix
which in turn is used as an input to the GAMS model that gives us the optimal
policy. All the computational experiments were done considering that only one
challenge is available to the player per game. This results in a total of 202
possible states and only one action nc is available in some of them. These are
the states where the first digit in the state is either 3 or 1, which correspond to
states in which the player either has no challenges left, or in which the game
is over. Other states where the first digit in the state is 2 and the fifth digit
is 1 also have only one action nc available to take and these correspond to
the states in which the player’s perceived probability of winning the challenge
is 0. Note that a challenge could be included as an available action in such
states. However, in most such states these actions would be suboptimal. In
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some states (such as those where a game will be lost anyway) the challenge or
no challenge option leads to the same result. Thus eliminating the actions in
such states simplifies the model without eliminating optimal policies. In order
to present the tables in a compact form, all the states where the only action
available is nc for any value of the parameters are not included. Also states
are grouped together based on the current score in the tables. In the following
sections, results of three different experiments are presented and discussed.
3.2 Effect of varying p1
In this experiment the proportion of time that a player ends up in a
state where his perception of winning a challenge is 0%, i.e., p1 is varied from
0.1 to 0.9. Our intuition, and some of the match statistics presented early
imply that p1 should be quite high in reality (i.e., above 0.95). However, to get
insight into the model dynamics, we study the system for a range of p1 values.
The remaining time is divided equally between states where the perception of
winning a challenge is s2 or s3 or s4 percent, i.e, p2 = p3 = p4 = (1 − p1)/3.
Initially, we set the four perception levels to be s1 = 0, s2 = 25, s3 = 50 and
s4 = 75. In these experiments we also fix p = 0.6 and r = 0.6. The results
are shown in the Table 3.1 below. The value of p1 is varied across the column
and each row corresponds to a different state. The values in the table show
the optimal action for each combination of state and p1.
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
200121 0-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c
200122 0-0, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
200131 0-0, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc c c c c
200132 0-0, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
200141 0-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
200142 0-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201121 0-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
201122 0-15, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc c c c c
201131 0-15, 50%, replay nc nc nc c c c c c c
201132 0-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201141 0-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
201142 0-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202121 0-30, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc c c c c
202122 0-30, 25%, no replay nc nc nc c c c c c c
202131 0-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202132 0-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202141 0-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202142 0-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203121 0-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203122 0-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203131 0-40, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203132 0-40, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203141 0-40, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203142 0-40, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210121 15-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c
210122 15-0, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
210131 15-0, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc c c c c
210132 15-0, 50%, no replay nc c c c c c c c c
Continued on Next Page. . .
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
210141 15-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
210142 15-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
211121 15-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
211122 15-15, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc c c c
211131 15-15, 50%, replay nc nc nc c c c c c c
211132 15-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
211141 15-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211142 15-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212121 15-30, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc c c c
212122 15-30, 25%, no replay nc nc nc c c c c c c
212131 15-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212132 15-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212141 15-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212142 15-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213121 15-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213122 15-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213131 15-40, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213132 15-40, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213141 15-40, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213142 15-40, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220121 30-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c
220122 30-0, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
220131 30-0, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc c c c c
220132 30-0, 50%, no replay nc c c c c c c c c
220141 30-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
220142 30-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221121 30-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c
221122 30-15, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc c c c
Continued on Next Page. . .
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
221131 30-15, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc c c c c c
221132 30-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221141 30-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
221142 30-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222121 30-30, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc c c c
222122 30-30, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc c c c c c
222131 30-30, 50%, replay nc c c c c c c c c
222132 30-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222141 30-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222142 30-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223121 30-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223122 30-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223131 30-40, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223132 30-40, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223141 30-40, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223142 30-40, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
230121 40-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c
230122 40-0, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
230131 40-0, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc c c c
230132 40-0, 50%, no replay nc nc c c c c c c c
230141 40-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
230142 40-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231121 40-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c
231122 40-15, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc c c c
231131 40-15, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc c c c c c
231132 40-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231141 40-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
231142 40-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
Continued on Next Page. . .
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
232121 40-30, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
232122 40-30, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc c c c c
232131 40-30, 50%, replay nc nc c c c c c c c
232132 40-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232141 40-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232142 40-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233121 deuce, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc c c c
233122 deuce, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc c c c c c
233131 deuce, 50%, replay nc c c c c c c c c
233132 deuce, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233141 deuce, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233142 deuce, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234121 ad out, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234122 ad out, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234131 ad out, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234132 ad out, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234141 ad out, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234142 ad out, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243121 ad in, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
243122 ad in, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc c c c c
243131 ad in, 50%, replay nc nc c c c c c c c
243132 ad in, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243141 ad in, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243142 ad in, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
First of all, Table 3.1 confirms our intuition that it is always optimal to
challenge a call whenever the player has a challenge left and when he going to
lose the game by losing the current played point i.e., when the current score
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is either 03, 13, 23 or 34. This is true for any value of p1 and for any value
of the player’s perception. In a particular state, as the value of p1 increases
we can see a change in the optimal action taken. For example in the state
243122 (row highlighted in green in Table 3.1) it is optimal to not challenge
until the value of p1 becomes 0.6 and then it is optimal to challenge. This
means that as the player’s probability of seeing a challengable point is low he
challenges and when it is above a threshold value he does not challenge. For
a particular group of states which have the same score we see that the higher
the perception of winning, the better it is to challenge. If we look at the last
column in the results table where the value of p1 is 0.9, the optimal action is
to challenge no matter what state the player is in. For this value of p1 the
proportion of time the player ends up in a state when he has some positive
perception of winning a challenge is very small and so it is optimal to use this
challenge whenever he is in such a state.
3.3 Effect of varying p
The purpose of this set of experiments is to see how a player’s strength
with respect to his opponent affects the optimal action he takes in different
situations. In this experiment the player’s probability of winning a point is
varied from 0.1 to 0.9. Each player has four levels of perception and they
are s1 = 0, s2 = 25, s3 = 50 and s4 = 75. We again fix r = 0.6. Three
different values for p1 i.e., 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 are used while keeping all other
variables the same. The results corresponding to each value of p1 are shown
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in Tables 3.4, 3.3 and 3.2. For each value of p1, the values of p2, p3, p4 are
obtained using the following expression p2 = p3 = p4 = (1− p1)/3. The value
of p is varied across the columns and each row corresponds to a different state.
The values in the table show the optimal action for each combination of state
and p.
3.3.1 Case 1: Value of p1 is 0.9
The results shown in Table 3.2 below shows that the optimal action in
this case is to challenge irrespective of the state the player is in and the value
of p, except for in a very few states like 200121, 210121, 220121 and 230121,
when the value of p is 0.1 (highlighted in green in the Table 3.2). Looking at
these highighted states we can say that when the proportion of time the player
ends up in a state where he has a positive perception of winning a challenge
is very low, he will challenge whenever he has a chance except in a very few
situations. Such situations are when his probability of winning a point is very
low (0.1), his perception of winning a challenge is 25%, the scores are 00, 10,
20 or 30 and when the point will be replayed if it is challenged correctly.





0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
200121 0-0, 25%, replay nc c c c c c c c c
200122 0-0, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
200131 0-0, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
200132 0-0, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
Continued on Next Page. . .
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200141 0-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
200142 0-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201121 0-15, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
201122 0-15, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201131 0-15, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
201132 0-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201141 0-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
201142 0-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202121 0-30, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202122 0-30, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202131 0-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202132 0-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202141 0-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202142 0-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203121 0-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203122 0-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203131 0-40, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203132 0-40, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203141 0-40, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203142 0-40, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210121 15-0, 25%, replay nc c c c c c c c c
210122 15-0, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210131 15-0, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
210132 15-0, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210141 15-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
210142 15-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
211121 15-15, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211122 15-15, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
Continued on Next Page. . .
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211131 15-15, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211132 15-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
211141 15-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211142 15-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212121 15-30, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212122 15-30, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212131 15-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212132 15-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212141 15-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212142 15-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213121 15-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213122 15-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213131 15-40, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213132 15-40, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213141 15-40, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213142 15-40, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220121 30-0, 25%, replay nc c c c c c c c c
220122 30-0, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220131 30-0, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
220132 30-0, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220141 30-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
220142 30-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221121 30-15, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
221122 30-15, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221131 30-15, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
221132 30-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221141 30-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
221142 30-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
Continued on Next Page. . .
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222121 30-30, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222122 30-30, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222131 30-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222132 30-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222141 30-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222142 30-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223121 30-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223122 30-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223131 30-40, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223132 30-40, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223141 30-40, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223142 30-40, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
230121 40-0, 25%, replay nc c c c c c c c c
230122 40-0, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
230131 40-0, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
230132 40-0, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
230141 40-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
230142 40-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231121 40-15, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
231122 40-15, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231131 40-15, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
231132 40-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231141 40-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
231142 40-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232121 40-30, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232122 40-30, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232131 40-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232132 40-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232141 40-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
Continued on Next Page. . .
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232142 40-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233121 deuce, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233122 deuce, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233131 deuce, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233132 deuce, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233141 deuce, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233142 deuce, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234121 ad out, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234122 ad out, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234131 ad out, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234132 ad out, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234141 ad out, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234142 ad out, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243121 ad in, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243122 ad in, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243131 ad in, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243132 ad in, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243141 ad in, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243142 ad in, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
3.3.2 Case 2: Value of p1 is 0.5
In Table 3.3 below, states are grouped based on score. In each group as
we move down the rows, we can see that optimal action changes from nc to c.
This is as expected because the higher your perceived probability of winning
a challenge is, the better it is to challenge. Also in each row as we move from
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left to right the optimal action changes from c to challenge nc except in some
states. This says that as a player becomes stronger (relative to his opponent),
it becomes unnecessary for him to use his challenges. But in some states like
200131 for example (such states were shown by rows highlighted in green in
Table 3.3), as we move from left to right we can see that the optimal action is
c initially and then nc and then again shifts to c. This says that the player has
to challenge if he is either too weak or too strong. This makes sense because
if he is too weak, challenging is the only way he could win a point and if he is
too strong, losing challenges does not make as much difference to him.
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200121 0-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
200122 0-0, 50%, no replay c c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
200131 0-0, 25%, replay c nc nc nc nc c c c c
200132 0-0, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
200141 0-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
200142 0-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201121 0-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
201122 0-15, 25%, no replay c c c c nc nc nc nc nc
201131 0-15, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
201132 0-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201141 0-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
201142 0-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202121 0-30, 25%, replay c c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
202122 0-30, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202131 0-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
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202132 0-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202141 0-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202142 0-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203121 0-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203122 0-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203131 0-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203132 0-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203141 0-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203142 0-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210121 15-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
210122 15-0, 25%, no replay c c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
210131 15-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc c c c
210132 15-0, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
210141 15-0, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210142 15-0, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211121 15-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
211122 15-15, 25%, no replay c c c nc nc nc nc nc nc
211131 15-15, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211132 15-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
211141 15-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211142 15-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212121 15-30, 25%, replay c c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
212122 15-30, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212131 15-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212132 15-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212141 15-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212142 15-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213121 15-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
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213122 15-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213131 15-40, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213132 15-40, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213141 15-40, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213142 15-40, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220121 30-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
220122 30-0, 25%, no replay c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
220131 30-0, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
220132 30-0, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220141 30-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
220142 30-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221121 30-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
221122 30-15, 25%, no replay c c c nc nc nc nc nc nc
221131 30-15, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
221132 30-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221141 30-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
221142 30-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222121 30-30, 25%, replay c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
222122 30-30, 25%, no replay c c c c c c nc nc nc
222131 30-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222132 30-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222141 30-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222142 30-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223121 30-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223122 30-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223131 30-40, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223132 30-40, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223141 30-40, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223142 30-40, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
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230121 40-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
230122 40-0, 25%, no replay c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
230131 40-0, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
230132 40-0, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c nc
230141 40-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
230142 40-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231121 40-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
231122 40-15, 25%, no replay c c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
231131 40-15, 50%, replay nc c c c c nc c c c
231132 40-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231141 40-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
231142 40-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232121 40-30, 25%, replay c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
232122 40-30, 25%, no replay c c c c nc nc nc nc nc
232131 40-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232132 40-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232141 40-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232142 40-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233121 deuce, 25%, replay c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
233122 deuce, 25%, no replay c c c c c c nc nc nc
233131 deuce, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233132 deuce, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233141 deuce, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233142 deuce, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234121 ad out, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234122 ad out, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234131 ad out, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234132 ad out, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
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234141 ad out, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234142 ad out, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243121 ad in, 25%, replay c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
243122 ad in, 25%, no replay c c c c nc nc nc nc nc
243131 ad in, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243132 ad in, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243141 ad in, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243142 ad in, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
3.3.3 Case 3: Value of p1 is 0.1
The results in this case are shown in Table 3.4 below. These can be
interpreted in the same way as we did for the case when the value of p1 is
0.5. The only difference is that in this case there are more states in which the
player does not challenge because the proportion of time the player ends up
in a state where his perception of winning is positive is higher as compared to
the case when p1 is 0.1.
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200121 0-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
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200122 0-0, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
200131 0-0, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
200132 0-0, 50%, no replay c c c c c c nc nc nc
200141 0-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
200142 0-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201121 0-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
201122 0-15, 25%, no replay c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
201131 0-15, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
201132 0-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c nc nc
201141 0-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
201142 0-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202121 0-30, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
202122 0-30, 25%, no replay c c c nc nc nc nc nc nc
202131 0-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202132 0-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202141 0-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202142 0-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203121 0-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203122 0-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203131 0-40, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203132 0-40, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203141 0-40, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203142 0-40, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210121 15-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
210122 15-0, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
210131 15-0, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
210132 15-0, 50%, no replay c c c c nc nc nc nc nc
210141 15-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
210142 15-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
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211121 15-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
211122 15-15, 25%, no replay c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
211131 15-15, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
211132 15-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c nc nc nc
211141 15-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211142 15-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212121 15-30, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
212122 15-30, 25%, no replay c c c nc nc nc nc nc nc
212131 15-30, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212132 15-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212141 15-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212142 15-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213121 15-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213122 15-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213131 15-40, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213132 15-40, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213141 15-40, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213142 15-40, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220121 30-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
220122 30-0, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
220131 30-0, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
220132 30-0, 50%, no replay c c c c nc nc nc nc nc
220141 30-0, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
220142 30-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221121 30-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
221122 30-15, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
221131 30-15, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
221132 30-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c c nc nc nc
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221141 30-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
221142 30-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222121 30-30, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
222122 30-30, 25%, no replay c c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
222131 30-30, 50%, replay c c c c nc nc nc c c
222132 30-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222141 30-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222142 30-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223121 30-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223122 30-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223131 30-40, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223132 30-40, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223141 30-40, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223142 30-40, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
230121 40-0, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
230122 40-0, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
230131 40-0, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
230132 40-0, 50%, no replay c c c c nc nc nc nc nc
230141 40-0, 75%, replay nc c c c c c c c c
230142 40-0, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231121 40-15, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
231122 40-15, 25%, no replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
231131 40-15, 50%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
231132 40-15, 50%, no replay c c c c c nc nc nc nc
231141 40-15, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
231142 40-15, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232121 40-30, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
232122 40-30, 25%, no replay c c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
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232131 40-30, 50%, replay c c c nc nc nc nc nc nc
232132 40-30, 50%, no replay c c c c c c nc nc nc
232141 40-30, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232142 40-30, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233121 deuce, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
233122 deuce, 25%, no replay c c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
233131 deuce, 50%, replay c c c c nc nc nc c c
233132 deuce, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233141 deuce, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233142 deuce, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234121 ad out, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234122 ad out, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234131 ad out, 50%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234132 ad out, 50%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234141 ad out, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234142 ad out, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243121 ad in, 25%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
243122 ad in, 25%, no replay c c nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
243131 ad in, 50%, replay c c c nc nc nc nc nc nc
243132 ad in, 50%, no replay c c c c c c nc nc nc
243141 ad in, 75%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243142 ad in, 75%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
3.4 Effect of varying s
In this experiment the proportion of time that a player ends up in a
state where his perception of winning a challenge is 0%, i.e., p1 is fixed at 0.9.
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The remaining time is divided equally between states where perception of win-
ning a challenge is s2 or s3 or s4 percent, i.e, p2 = p3 = p4 = (1− p1)/3. Each
player has four levels of perception s1, s2, s3 and s4. Our motive is to study
the effect of varying these preception level parameters. To study this three
different sub-experiments were performed where in each sub-experiment the
perception levels are fixed. The results of these sub-experiments are presented
in Tables 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6. The proportion of time the point will be replayed
in the case of a correct challenge r is fixed at 0.6 and player’s probability of
winning a point is varied from 0.1 to 0.9. The value of p1 is varied across the
column and each row corresponds to a different state. The values in the table
show the optimal action for each combination of state and p.
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200121 0-0, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
200122 0-0, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
200131 0-0, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
200132 0-0, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
200141 0-0, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
200142 0-0, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201121 0-15, 5%, replay nc nc nc c c c c c c
201122 0-15, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201131 0-15, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
201132 0-15, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201141 0-15, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
201142 0-15, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
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202121 0-30, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202122 0-30, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202131 0-30, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202132 0-30, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202141 0-30, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202142 0-30, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203121 0-40, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203122 0-40, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203131 0-40, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203132 0-40, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203141 0-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203142 0-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210121 15-0, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
210122 15-0, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210131 15-0, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
210132 15-0, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210141 15-0, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
210142 15-0, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
211121 15-15, 5%, replay nc nc nc c c c c c c
211122 15-15, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
211131 15-15, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211132 15-15, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
211141 15-15, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211142 15-15, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212121 15-30, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212122 15-30, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212131 15-30, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212132 15-30, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212141 15-30, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
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212142 15-30, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213121 15-40, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213122 15-40, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213131 15-40, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213132 15-40, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213141 15-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213142 15-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220121 30-0, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c
220122 30-0, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220131 30-0, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
220132 30-0, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220141 30-0, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
220142 30-0, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221121 30-15, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc c c c c c
221122 30-15, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221131 30-15, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
221132 30-15, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221141 30-15, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
221142 30-15, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222121 30-30, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222122 30-30, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222131 30-30, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222132 30-30, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222141 30-30, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222142 30-30, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223121 30-40, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223122 30-40, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223131 30-40, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
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223132 30-40, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223141 30-40, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223142 30-40, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
230121 40-0, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
230122 40-0, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c nc
230131 40-0, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
230132 40-0, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
230141 40-0, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
230142 40-0, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231121 40-15, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
231122 40-15, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231131 40-15, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
231132 40-15, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231141 40-15, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
231142 40-15, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232121 40-30, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232122 40-30, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232131 40-30, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232132 40-30, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232141 40-30, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232142 40-30, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233121 deuce, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233122 deuce, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233131 deuce, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233132 deuce, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233141 deuce, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233142 deuce, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234121 ad out, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
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234122 ad out, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234131 ad out, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234132 ad out, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234141 ad out, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234142 ad out, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243121 ad in, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243122 ad in, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243131 ad in, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243132 ad in, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243141 ad in, 25%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243142 ad in, 25%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
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200121 0-0, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
200122 0-0, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
200131 0-0, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
200132 0-0, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
200141 0-0, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
200142 0-0, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201121 0-15, 5%, replay nc nc nc c c c c c c
201122 0-15, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
201131 0-15, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
201132 0-15, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
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201141 0-15, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
201142 0-15, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202121 0-30, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202122 0-30, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202131 0-30, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202132 0-30, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
202141 0-30, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
202142 0-30, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203121 0-40, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203122 0-40, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203131 0-40, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203132 0-40, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
203141 0-40, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
203142 0-40, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210121 15-0, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
210122 15-0, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210131 15-0, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
210132 15-0, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
210141 15-0, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
210142 15-0, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
211121 15-15, 5%, replay nc nc nc c c c c c c
211122 15-15, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
211131 15-15, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211132 15-15, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
211141 15-15, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
211142 15-15, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212121 15-30, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212122 15-30, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
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212131 15-30, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212132 15-30, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
212141 15-30, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
212142 15-30, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213121 15-40, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213122 15-40, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213131 15-40, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213132 15-40, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
213141 15-40, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
213142 15-40, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220121 30-0, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c
220122 30-0, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220131 30-0, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
220132 30-0, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
220141 30-0, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
220142 30-0, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221121 30-15, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc c c c c c
221122 30-15, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221131 30-15, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
221132 30-15, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
221141 30-15, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
221142 30-15, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222121 30-30, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222122 30-30, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222131 30-30, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222132 30-30, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
222141 30-30, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
222142 30-30, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
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223121 30-40, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223122 30-40, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223131 30-40, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223132 30-40, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
223141 30-40, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
223142 30-40, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
230121 40-0, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc nc
230122 40-0, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
230131 40-0, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
230132 40-0, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
230141 40-0, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
230142 40-0, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231121 40-15, 5%, replay nc nc nc nc nc nc nc c c
231122 40-15, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231131 40-15, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
231132 40-15, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
231141 40-15, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
231142 40-15, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232121 40-30, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232122 40-30, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232131 40-30, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232132 40-30, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
232141 40-30, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
232142 40-30, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233121 deuce, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233122 deuce, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233131 deuce, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
233132 deuce, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
233141 deuce, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
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233142 deuce, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234121 ad out, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234122 ad out, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234131 ad out, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234132 ad out, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
234141 ad out, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
234142 ad out, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243121 ad in, 5%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243122 ad in, 5%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243131 ad in, 10%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243132 ad in, 10%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
243141 ad in, 15%, replay c c c c c c c c c
243142 ad in, 15%, no replay c c c c c c c c c
From the results in the Tables 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6, we can see that the
optimal action when the value of p1 is 0.9 is to always challenge except in
some states (rows corresponding to such states were highlighted in green in
the Tables 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6) where the perception is as low as 5%. For example,
the state 221121 in Table 3.6 is the one where the player lost the current play
when the score is 30-15, the perception of winning a challenge is 5% and the
point will be replayed if there is a correct challenge.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and future work
The model proposed in this thesis gives a good insight of when to use
the limited opportunities to challenge an umpire’s call in a normal game of a
tennis. We observed that as the player’s probability of seeing a challengable
point is low he challenges and when it is above a threshold value he does
not challenge. For a particular score we see that the higher the perception of
winning, the better it is to challenge.
We have also observed that as a player becomes stronger (relative to
his opponent), it becomes unnecessary for him to use his challenges. There are
some exceptional states where the player has to challenge if he is either too
weak or too strong. This makes sense because if he is too weak, challenging
is the only way he could win a point and if he is too strong, losing challenges
does not make as much difference to him.
We saw that when the proportion of time the player ends up in a state
where he has a positive perception of winning a challenge is very low, he will
challenge whenever he has a chance except in a very few situations such as
when his perception of winning a challenge is very low.
A meaningful modification to this model is to extend it to include
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a whole set. Our computational results examine the case where the player
has just one challenge left per game. Obviously, it would be interesting to
do further experiments to examine what happens when more challenges are
available. Extending our model to a whole set involves modeling of a tie-
breaker game which has complex serve change rules. This would require more
modeling and computational effort. As our model considers only a normal
game where a single player serves all the time, such an extension would be
interesting. The player’s probability of winning a point is considered to be
homogeneous throughout a game in our model, which could be modified to
come close to reality where probabilities vary from point to point. The player’s
perception in our model is split into four different levels and only a few values
were considered in our experiments. A possible extension would be considering
more discrete perception levels or making this variable to continuous because
ultimately we are interested in looking at a mapping between the perception









#inc lude <s t r i ng>
#inc lude <vector>
us ing namespace std ;
f l o a t p = 0 . 6 ;
f l o a t p1 = 0 . 0 1 ;
f l o a t p2 = 0 . 3 3 ;
f l o a t p3 = 0 . 3 3 ;
f l o a t p4 = 0 . 3 3 ;
f l o a t s1 = 0 . 0 0 ;
f l o a t s2 = 0 . 2 5 ;
f l o a t s3 = 0 . 5 0 ;
f l o a t s4 = 0 . 7 5 ;
f l o a t k = 0 . 6 ;
// func t i on to ex t r a c t the d i g i t in ones p lace
i n t ones ( i n t a )
{
re turn a%10 ;
}
// func t i on to ex t r a c t the d i g i t in tens p lace
i n t tens ( i n t a )
{
re turn ( a/10)%10 ;
}
// func t i on to ex t r a c t the d i g i t in hundreds p lace
i n t hundreds ( i n t a )
{
re turn ( a/100)%10 ;
}
// func t i on to remove the l a s t 3 d i g i t s
i n t t r unc l a s t 3 ( i n t a )
{
re turn ( a /1000) ;
}
//∗∗∗ f unc t i on f o r genera t ing t rans prob matrix when you cha l l enge ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
f l o a t t ransprob c ( i n t a , i n t b)
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{
i n t d =0, e =0, f=0 ;
f l o a t prob = 0.0 ;
i f ( ( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) &&
(( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b))− ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a ) ) ) ==1))
d = 1 ;
i f ( ( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) &&
(( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))− ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) ==1) &&
( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))==3) && ( ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a))==4))
e = 1 ;
i f ( ( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) &&
(( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))− tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) ==1) &&
( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))==3) && ( tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a))==4))
d = 1 ;
i f ( ( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) &&
(( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b))− tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a ) ) ) ==1))
e = 1 ;
i f ( ( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b))==4) && ( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))>= 3) &&
( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))!=4)&& ( ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b )) !=3) &&
( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a )) != tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) ) )
e = 1 ;
i f ( ( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b))==4) && ( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))>= 3) &&
( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) !=4) && ( tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b))!=3)&&
( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a )) != tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) ) )
d = 1 ;
i f ( ( tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a))== tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) &&
(( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b))== ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a ) ) ) ) )
f = 1 ;
//when you win the cha l l enge and there i s a no rep lay
i f ( e==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 1) &&
( hundreds (b)== 1 )&& ( ones ( a)== 2))
{
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 1)
prob = p∗ s1 ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 2)
prob = p∗ s2 ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 3)
prob = p∗ s3 ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 4)
prob = p∗ s4 ;
}
i f ( e==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 2) && ( ones ( a)== 2))
{
i f ( ones (b)==1)
{
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 1)
{ i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗k∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗k∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗k∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗k∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 2)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗k∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗k∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗k∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗k∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 3)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
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prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗k∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗k∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗k∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗k∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 4)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗k∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗k∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗k∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗k∗p4 ;
}
}
i f ( ones (b)==2)
{
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 1)
{ i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗(1−k)∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗(1−k)∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗(1−k)∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗(1−k)∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 2)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗(1−k)∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗(1−k)∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗(1−k)∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗(1−k)∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 3)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗(1−k)∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗(1−k)∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗(1−k)∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗(1−k)∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 4)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗(1−k)∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗(1−k)∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗(1−k)∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)





i f ( e==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 3) &&
( hundreds (b)== 1 ) && ( ones ( a)== 2) )
{
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 1)
prob = s1 ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 2)
prob = s2 ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 3)
prob = s3 ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 4)
prob = s4 ;
}
//when you win the cha l l enge and there i s a rep lay
i f ( f==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 1) &&
( hundreds (b)== 1 )&& ( ones ( a)== 1))
{
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 1)
prob = p∗ s1 ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 2)
prob = p∗ s2 ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 3)
prob = p∗ s3 ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 4)
prob = p∗ s4 ;
}
i f ( f==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 2)
&& ( ones ( a)== 1))
{
i f ( ones (b)==1)
{
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 1)
{ i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗k∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗k∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗k∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗k∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 2)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗k∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗k∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗k∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗k∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 3)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗k∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗k∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗k∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗k∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 4)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
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prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗k∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗k∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗k∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗k∗p4 ;
}
}
i f ( ones (b)==2)
{
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 1)
{ i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗(1−k)∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗(1−k)∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗(1−k)∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s1∗(1−k)∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 2)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗(1−k)∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗(1−k)∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗(1−k)∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s2∗(1−k)∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 3)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗(1−k)∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗(1−k)∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗(1−k)∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗ s3∗(1−k)∗p4 ;
}
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 4)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗(1−k)∗p1 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗(1−k)∗p2 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗ s4∗(1−k)∗p3 ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)




//when you l o o s e the cha l l enge
i f ( d==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 1) && ( hundreds (b)== 0 ) )
{
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 1)
prob = p∗(1− s1 ) ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 2)
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prob = p∗(1− s2 ) ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 3)
prob = p∗(1− s3 ) ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 4)
prob = p∗(1− s4 ) ;
}
i f ( d==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 2) && ( hundreds (b)== 0 ) )
{
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 1)
prob = (1−p)∗(1− s1 ) ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 2)
prob = (1−p)∗(1− s2 ) ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 3)
prob = (1−p)∗(1− s3 ) ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 4)
prob = (1−p)∗(1− s4 ) ;
}
i f ( d==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 3) && ( hundreds (b)== 0 ) )
{
i f ( t ens ( a ) == 1)
prob = (1− s1 ) ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 2)
prob = (1− s2 ) ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 3)
prob = (1− s3 ) ;
i f ( tens ( a ) == 4)
prob = (1− s4 ) ;
}
re turn prob ;
}
//∗∗∗∗ f unc t i on f o r genera t ing t rans prob matrix when you dont cha l l enge ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
f l o a t t ransprob nc ( i n t a , i n t b)
{
i n t d =0, e =0, f=0 ;
f l o a t prob = 0.0 ;
i f ( ( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) &&
(( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b))− ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a ) ) ) ==1))
d = 1 ;
i f ( ( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) &&
(( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))− ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) ==1) &&
( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))==3) && ( ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a))==4))
e = 1 ;
i f ( ( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) &&
(( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))− tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) ==1) &&
( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))==3) && ( tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a))==4))
d = 1 ;
i f ( ( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) &&
(( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b))− tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a ) ) ) ==1))
e = 1 ;
i f ( ( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b))==4) && ( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))>= 3) &&
( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))!=4)&& ( ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b )) !=3) &&
( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a )) != tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) ) )
e = 1 ;
i f ( ( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b))==4) && ( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))>= 3) &&
( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) !=4) && ( tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b))!=3)&&
( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a )) != tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a ) ) ) )
d = 1 ;
i f ( ( ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a))== 0) && ( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== 4) &&
( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) &&
(( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b))== ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a ) ) ) ) )
f = 1 ;
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i f ( ( ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a))== 4) && ( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== 0) &&
( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a))== tens ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) ) &&
(( ones ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b))== ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( a ) ) ) ) )
f = 1 ;
//when you dont cha l l enge and win
i f ( e==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) == 1) &&
( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 1) && ( hundreds (b)== hundreds ( a ) ) )
prob = p ;
i f ( e==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) == 1) &&
( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 2) &&
( hundreds (b)== hundreds ( a))&&(hundreds (b)>=1))
{
i f ( ones (b) ==1)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = p1∗(1−p)∗k ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = p2∗(1−p)∗k ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = p3∗(1−p)∗k ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = p4∗(1−p)∗k ;
}
i f ( ones (b) ==2)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = p1∗(1−p)∗(1−k ) ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = p2∗(1−p)∗(1−k ) ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = p3∗(1−p)∗(1−k ) ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = p4∗(1−p)∗(1−k ) ;
}
}
i f ( e==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) == 1) &&
( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 2) && ( hundreds (b)== hundreds ( a))&&
( hundreds (b)<1))
{
prob = (1−p ) ;
}
i f ( e==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) == 1) &&
( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 3) && ( hundreds (b)== hundreds ( a ) ) )
prob = 1 ;
//when you dont cha l l enge and l o s e
i f ( (d==1) && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) == 2) &&
( hundreds ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 1) && ( hundreds (b)== hundreds ( a ) ) )
prob = p ;
i f ( (d==1) && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) == 2) &&
( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 2) && ( hundreds (b)== hundreds ( a ) ) &&
( hundreds (b)== hundreds ( a))&&(hundreds (b)>=1))
{
i f ( ones (b) ==1)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = p1∗(1−p)∗k ;
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i f ( t ens (b) == 2)
prob = p2∗(1−p)∗k ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = p3∗(1−p)∗k ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = p4∗(1−p)∗k ;
}
i f ( ones (b) ==2)
{
i f ( t ens (b) == 1)
prob = p1∗(1−p)∗(1−k ) ;
i f ( tens (b) == 2)
prob = p2∗(1−p)∗(1−k ) ;
i f ( tens (b) == 3)
prob = p3∗(1−p)∗(1−k ) ;
i f ( tens (b) == 4)
prob = p4∗(1−p)∗(1−k ) ;
}
}
i f ( d==1 && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) == 2) &&
( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 2) &&
( hundreds (b)== hundreds ( a))&&(hundreds (b)<1))
{
prob = (1−p ) ;
}
i f ( (d==1) && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) == 2) &&
( hundreds ( t r unc l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 3) &&
( hundreds (b)== hundreds ( a ) ) )
prob = 1 ;
//when you l o o s e the cha l l enge
i f ( ( f==1) && ( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 (b ) ) == 3)&&
( hundreds ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( a ) ) == 3) && ( hundreds (b)== hundreds ( a ) ) )
{
prob = 1 ;
}
re turn prob ;
}
//∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗main func t i on ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
i n t main ( )
{
i n t x = 12345;
i n t a , b ;
i n t y = ones ( t r unc l a s t 3 (x ) ) ;
i n t s co r e [ 3 8 ] = {100 , 101 , 102 , 103 , 304 ,
110 , 111 , 112 , 113 ,
120 , 121 , 122 , 123 ,
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130 , 131 , 132 , 133 , 134 ,
340 ,
200 , 201 , 202 , 203 ,
210 , 211 , 212 , 213 ,
220 , 221 , 222 , 223 ,
230 , 231 , 232 , 233 , 234 ,
i n t c h a l l e n g e s l e f t [ 2 ] = {0 ,1} ;
i n t pe rcept i on [ 5 ] = {1 ,2 , 3 , 4 , 5} ;
i n t t ypeo f cha l l eng e [ 3 ] = {1 ,2 ,3} ;
o f stream CsvFi le ;
vector<int> s t a t e s ;
f o r ( i n t i =0; i <38; i++)
{
i f ( hundreds ( s co r e [ i ])==3)
{
f o r ( i n t j =0; j <2; j++)
{
f o r ( i n t k=0; k<1;k++)
{
f o r ( i n t l =0; l <1; l++)
{
s t a t e s . push back ( s co r e [ i ]∗1000 +
c h a l l e n g e s l e f t [ j ]∗100 + percept i on [ 4 ]∗10





i f ( hundreds ( s co r e [ i ])==1)
{
f o r ( i n t j =0; j <2; j++)
{
f o r ( i n t k=0; k<1;k++)
{
f o r ( i n t l =0; l <1; l++)
{
s t a t e s . push back ( s co r e [ i ]∗1000 +
c h a l l e n g e s l e f t [ j ]∗100 + percept i on [ 4 ]∗10





i f ( hundreds ( s co r e [ i ])==2)
{
f o r ( i n t j =0; j <1; j++)
{
f o r ( i n t k=0; k<1;k++)
{
f o r ( i n t l =0; l <1; l++)
{
s t a t e s . push back ( s co r e [ i ]∗1000 +
c h a l l e n g e s l e f t [ j ]∗100 + percept i on [ 4 ]∗10




f o r ( i n t j =0; j <1; j++)
{
f o r ( i n t k=0; k<4;k++)
{
f o r ( i n t l =0; l <2; l++)
{
s t a t e s . push back ( s co r e [ i ]∗1000 +
c h a l l e n g e s l e f t [ j +1]∗100 +







cout<<” the t o t a l no o f s t a t e s i s :”<< s t a t e s . s i z e ()<<endl ;
vector<int> s t a t e s c ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
i f ( ( hundreds ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( s t a t e s [ i ]))==2) &&
( hundreds ( s t a t e s [ i ] ) >0))
s t a t e s c . push back ( s t a t e s [ i ] ) ;
}
cout<<” the t o t a l no o f cha l l engab l e s t a t e s i s :”<< s t a t e s c . s i z e ()<<endl ;
CsvFi le . open (” a l l s t a t e s . csv ” ) ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
CsvFile<<s t a t e s [ i ]<<endl ;
}
CsvFi le . c l o s e ( ) ;
CsvFi le . open (” c h a l l e n g ab l e s t a t e s . csv ” ) ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s c . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
CsvFile<<s t a t e s c [ i ]<<endl ;
}
CsvFi le . c l o s e ( ) ;
CsvFi le . open (” cha l l enge . csv ” ) ;
CsvFile<<”,”<<”c”<<”,”<<”nc”<<endl ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
CsvFile<<s t a t e s [ i ]<<” ,”;
i f ( ( hundreds ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( s t a t e s [ i ]))==2) &&
( hundreds ( s t a t e s [ i ] ) >0))
CsvFile <<1<<”,”;




CsvFi le . c l o s e ( ) ;
CsvFi le . open (” reward . csv ” ) ;
CsvFile<<”,”<<”c”<<”,”<<”nc”<<endl ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
CsvFile<<s t a t e s [ i ]<<” ,”;
CsvFile <<0<<”,”;
i f ( ( hundreds ( t r unc l a s t 3 ( s t a t e s [ i ]))==3) &&
( tens ( t r un c l a s t 3 ( s t a t e s [ i ]))==4))
CsvFile<<1<<endl ;
e l s e
CsvFile<<0<<endl ;
}
CsvFi le . c l o s e ( ) ;
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CsvFi le . open (” t ransprob c . csv ” ) ;
CsvFile <<”,”;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
CsvFile<<s t a t e s [ i ]<<” ,”;
}
CsvFile<<endl ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
CsvFile<<s t a t e s [ i ]<<” ,”;
f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; j++)
{










CsvFi le . c l o s e ( ) ;
CsvFi le . open (” transprob nc . csv ” ) ;
CsvFile <<”,”;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
CsvFile<<s t a t e s [ i ]<<” ,”;
}
CsvFile<<endl ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
CsvFile<<s t a t e s [ i ]<<” ,”;
f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; j++)
{




CsvFi le . c l o s e ( ) ;
CsvFi le . open (” transprob . csv ” ) ;
CsvFile <<”,”;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
CsvFile<<s t a t e s [ i ]<<”.c”<<”,”;
}
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
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CsvFile<<s t a t e s [ i ]<<”.nc”<<”,”;
}
CsvFile<<endl ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
{
CsvFile<<s t a t e s [ i ]<<” ,”;
f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; j++)
{
CsvFile<<t ransprob c ( s t a t e s [ i ] , s t a t e s [ j ])<<” ,”;
}
f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j<s t a t e s . s i z e ( ) ; j++)
{




CsvFi le . c l o s e ( ) ;









OPTIONS ITERLIM = 100000 , RESLIM = 10000 , LIMROW = 0 ,
LIMCOL = 0 , SYSOUT = OFF, SOLPRINT = OFF,
LP = COINCbc , NLP=MINOS5, MIP=cplex ,OPTCR = 0 .0001 ;
SETS
a ac t i on s /c , nc/
















































































































































































































A l i a s (S , S1 ) ;
Table
C(S , S1 ) t r a n s i t i o n p r obab i l i t y matrix when you cha l l enge
$ondelim
$ inc lude t ransprob c . csv
$o f f d e l im
Table
NC(S , S1 ) t r a n s i t i o n p r obab i l i t y matrix when you cha l l enge
$ondelim
$ inc lude transprob nc . csv
$o f f d e l im
$ontext
Table
P(S1 , S , a ) t r a n s i t i o n p r obab i l i t y matrix when you cha l l enge
$ondelim
$ inc lude transprob . csv
$o f f d e l im
$ o f f t e x t
Table
I (S , a ) i n d i c a t e s whether an ac t i on ’ a ’ i s a v a i l a b l e in s t a t e ’S ’
$ondelim
$ inc lude cha l l enge . csv
$o f f d e l im
Table
g (S , a ) reward obtained when you take an ac t i on a in s t a t e S
$ondelim
$ inc lude reward . csv





q(S , a ) proport ion o f time you take ac t i on a in r e cu r r en t s t a t e S
r (S , a ) prop o f time you take ac t i on a in t r an s i e n t s t a t e S ;
FREE VARIABLE
TOTALREW to t a l p r obab i l i t y o f winning ;
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EQUATIONS
OBJ de f i n e s the ob j e c t i v e func t i on − maximize t o t a l reward earned
BELLMAN1(S) corresponds to f i r s t equat ion o f the s e t o f bellman equat ions
BELLMAN2(S) corresponds to second equat ion o f the s e t o f bellman equat ions ;
OBJ . . TOTALREW =E= SUM((S , a ) $ ( I (S , a )=1) ,q (S , a )∗g (S , a ) ) ;
BELLMAN1(S ) . . SUM( a$ ( I (S , a )=1) ,q (S , a ) ) =E= SUM(S1$ ( I (S1 , ” c ”)=1) , q (S1 , ” c ”)∗C(S1 , S) ) +
SUM(S1$ ( I (S1 , ” nc”)=1) , q (S1 , ” nc ”)∗NC(S1 , S) ) ;
BELLMAN2(S ) . . SUM( a$ ( I (S , a )=1) ,q (S , a ) + r (S , a ) ) =E= (1/ card (S ) ) +
SUM(S1$ ( I (S1 , ” c ”)=1) , r (S1 , ” c ”)∗C(S1 , S) ) + SUM(S1$ ( I (S1 , ” nc”)=1) , r (S1 , ” nc ”)∗NC(S1 , S) ) ;
MODEL Onechal lenge /ALL/ ;
SOLVE Onechal lenge USING LP MAXIMIZING TOTALREW;
$ontext
DISPLAY TOTALREW.L ,q . L , r . L ;
$ o f f t e x t
f i l e r e s u l t s / r e s u l t s . txt / ;
put r e s u l t s ;
put ”Model s t a tu s ” , OneChallenge . modelstat / ;
put ” So lve r s t a tu s ” , OneChallenge . s o l v e s t a t / ;
put ”Totalreward ” , TOTALREW.L/ ;
put ” r e cu r r en t ”/ ;
loop ( ( S , a ) $ (q . l (S , a ) > 0 . 0 ) ,
put S . t l , a . t l , q . l (S , a )/
) ;
put ” t r an s i e n t ”/ ;
loop ( ( S , a ) $ ( r . l (S , a ) > 0 . 0 ) ,
put S . t l , a . t l , r . l (S , a )/
) ;
pu t c l o s e ;
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